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A considerable number of investigators (Lewin, 1935; Klein, 1951;

Mayzner & Tresselt, 1955; Pettigrow, 1958; Rokeach, 1960; Zajonc, 1960;

Harvey, Hunt, & Schroder, 1961) have been concerned with cognitive com-

plexity as a variable which influences people's perceptions of persons

and events. Although definitions of cognitive complexity vary some-

what, it is generally proposed that some persons tend to use few

dimensions when perceiving stimuli or make only very gross discrimi-

nations among stimuli. Some writers had suggested that cognitive

complexity-simplicity was a general trait which pervades all realms

of cognitive functioning, but Vannoy's (1963) analysis of a battery

of measures of complexity suggested that cognitive complexity may

consist of a number of distinct and possibly independent factors.

In the approach described here, the analysis of the construct

of complexity was circumscribed by focusing upon the complexity of

the self concept rather than upon the complexity of objects, per-

sonal friends, or famous people, or complexity in general (see

Allard & Carlson, 1963). It is proposed here that the primacy and

ubiquity of the self concept renders it a crucial construct whose

analysis in terms of complexity has implications for' interpersonal

perception.

It is usually proposed that in the development of the self concept,
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the child begins by discriminatin between the self and the not self.

Since this primary differentiating* cognitive process concerning self

identity is one of the earliest and most enduring, it may also serve

as a model for subs3quent differentiating cognitive processes. The

ubiquity of the self concept along with its primacy lends support to the

significance of cognitive processes associated with the development of

the self concept. Indeed, these same arguments may serve to support

research concerning body image (Fisher, 1958).

Of course, the bifurcation of the universe into the categories

of self and not self is but the first step in an infinite sequence.

The self can be further differentiated, as can the not self, into

an unlimited number of subparts. Lewin (1935) was one of the earliest

personality theorists to recognize the process of differentiation

or was concerned with the number of parts composing the whole.

More recently, Witkins, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, and Karp (1962)

have madedifferentiation" a focal concept in their investigation of

personality These authors, too, deal with the rudimentary differentiation

of self and not self, but emphasize the body image in relation to

the physical environment. For example, they summarized tkOdevelopmental

process as follows: "...experience ofthe body-field matrix is early

essentially global, and during development becomes progressively more

articulated in that body, self, and objects in general are experienced

as segregated" (p. 14). Indications of differentiation include extent

of definition of the self concept, articulateness of body image, and
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method of impulse regulation, The latter, it should be noted, suggests

that ntkin's work has its origins within ego psychology (see Hartman,

1958).

Finally, following the process of differentiation, 'Atkins is

compelled to consider the subsequent process of integration. He

proposes that psychological development moves toward increased

differentiation but must also be accompanied by successively more

complex reintegration of the system. It seer's to be assumed here that

increased differentiation without the subsequent control mechanism of

integration would lead ultimately to personal disorganization. The

integration described here is complex to the extent that the relation-

ships among system comnonents and between the system and its envir-

onment are elaborate. Necessarily, of course, complexity of integration

of a system is determined in part by its level of differentiation.

In 11itkin's framework, the concepts of differentiation and integration

are inextricably combined. It is impossible to abstract the concept of

differentiation. In addition, he introduces the concept of complexity

which tends to confound the construct further.

In an effort to untangle the constructs discussed here, Schroder,

Driver, and Streufert (1967) have proposed three structural components,

differentiation, discrimination, and integration. Differentiation is

con eptualized as "the number of elementary dimensions or domains which

are salient." A dimension is defined as a unique arrangement of stimuli.

Differentiation can be measured in terms of the number of dimensional
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units of information venerated by a person when he perceives an

array of stimuli.

Discrimination is seen as the "number of stimuli that can be

judged or assimilated by a given dimension." According to Schroder

et al, discrimination provides one dimension as a focus. A sin'le

dimension is differentiated.

The third structural component is integration which is seen as re-

flecting the ways in which the differentiated and discriminated dimensions

can be interrelated in the generation of new and discrepant persnectives

about stimuli. To summarize, in measuring abstractness or complexity

of, structure, three questions can Ile asked: (1) !Tow many dimensions

are at work in the structure (differentiation)? (2) !low many parts

has each of the differentiated dimensions (discrimination)? and (3)

How complex are the schemata that relate the dimensions used in the

cognitive structure?

Complexity of the self concept as used within the present frame-

work evolves from aforementioned theoretical developments. In the

terms used by Schroder et al, complexity of the self concept is most

closely associated with discrimination since it is a direct measurement

of the number of stimuli (adjectives) which can be assimilated by a

dimension (the self concert).

In the present context, the term complexity is retained rather

than discrimination because of the experimental basis of the construct.
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In accounting for the judged complexity of shapes, Attneave (1957)

used the "number of turns" as a measure of complexity. Glanzer and

Clark (1963) extended the principle and found a high correlation

between the number of words used to describe an array of figures

and the complexity of the fi'ures. Here, complexity of the self

concept is measured by enumerating the number of adjectives checked

as descriptive of the self.

The complexity of the self concept is defined by the number of

facets of the self perceived by the individual. It has already been

proposed that the earliest stage of self-algareness involves the

separation of the self from not self. As the developmental process

continues, the self concept becomes increasingly differentiated.

Following the first cross categorization of self and non-self,the

infant begins to discriminate among other objects both social and material,

and among his feelings and emotions. The relationship of the self to

others, and particularly the parents, provides information about the

self. As the child strives for independence from the parents, he learns

to distinguish new aspects of the self. Croup affiliations add further

information about the self through comparisons and contrasts with the

members and with other 'roues. By identifying with a group, the indi-

vidual establishes that he is distinguished from those who are not in

the group. The self is discovered by successive approximations in an

external-internal direction. The not self is more readily discovered



than the self.

Inherent in the developmental process is the tendency to evaluate

the self in comparison with others (see Festinger, 1954). Festinger's

theory of social comparison is based on the assumption that a correct

appraisal of one's own opinions and abilities in relation to those of

others is presumed to derive from a more basic need for a clearly defined

self concept (Ziller, 1964). Through the process of social comparison

the :individual establishes a frame of social reference w.th the self as

a point of reference. In the process, the self is distinguished from

others in terns of sirilarities and contrasts of opinions and abilitics.

Expanding the theory of social comparison, it is now proposed that

more meaningful encounters with a wide variety of others is associated

with increased self dimensionality or complexity of the self concept.

In order to establish similarities and contrasts with a wide variety of

others and in the process of making. these comparisons, a more highly dif-

ferentiated self-social concept evolves. Each person with whom the self

is compared presents one or more facets different from those of other

persons. The perceiver tends to code these facets as being included in

or excluded from the self definition. The inclusion of more facets within

the self definition increases self complexity. Continuous confrontation

with diverse others is assumed to encourage closer scrutiny of the self

in terms of similarities and contrasts followed by the emergence of a more

highly differentiated self concept. The result is a multifaceted self

concept.
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Thus it is proposed that the self concept may also be described in

terms of complexity, the degree of differentiation of the self concept,

or in Lewin's terms (1935) the number of parts composing the whole. As

one aspect of cognitive style, complexity of the self concept reflects

the number of dimensions alon, which stimuli relevant to the self are

ordered (see Harvey, Uunt & Schroder, 1961) . Assuming that facilitation

of ordering and organizing stimuli is associated with attending to a wider

range of stimuli, it is anticipated that individuals with complex self

concepts may be aware of or consider a great number of stimuli as being

potentially associated with the self. In terms of interpersonal perception,

the complex person has a 'r probability of matching some facet of the

self with a facet of the other person, since there are a larger number of

possible matches. Thus, it is hypothesized that the complex individual

is more inclined toward assimilatin of self and others or perceiving

similarities between self and others, whereas the simplex individual is

inclined toward contrasting self and others. In general, then, it is

proposed that persons with more complex self concepts attend to a broader

range of social stimuli, perceive more similarities between self and

other, and are more responsive to others.

A cognitive style immediately associated with complexity of the self

concept described here is dogmatism (Rokeach-, 1960). Rokeach's extensive

analysis of dogmatism include descriptions of rigid categorization

behavior, a levelling tendency in forming categories where details are

overlooked and grossly dissimilar objects are categorized. These
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information processing and coding behaviors devolve from control

mechanisms which permit the dogmatic individual to maintain his belief-

disbelief system intact. In this sense, then, the dogmatic person

is closed to new information; his convictions are inviolable, thus

permitting his cognitive structure to remain secure (Long & Ziller,

196S). For example, the dogmatic individual is less responsive to

social stimuli.

Thus, it is now proposed that the degree of self-complexity is

one facet of cognitive style and cognitive complexity. Here cognitive

complexity is defined as a perceptual style which provides a set to

employ many as opposed to few dimensions when ordering and evaluating

stimuli, or to employ very fine as opposed to gross discriminations

among dimensions or meaning (Vannoy, 1965). It is now suggested that

complexity of the self concept and the development of cognitive complexity

are associated.

It is also proposed that the individual with the more complex theory

concerning self-social relations is less likely to be seriously disturbedby

new experiences which momentarily appear to be incongruent with the system.

This proposition derives by extrapolation from a series of unpublished ex-

periments by Alex Bavelas of Stanford University concerning the etiology

of superstition. He observed thatLpersons with more complex' hypotheses or
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theoretical systems were able to assimilate new information into

the system with greater facility.

Complexity of the self concept may be similar to a characteristic

of self-actualization as described by Ilaslow (1954) . The self actualized

person is one whose basic physical needs, safety needs, esteem and love

needs are satisfied and is free to explore the limits of his abilities in

less self oriented actualized regions. The self actualized individual

strives for self realization, self regulation, and moves away from control

by external agents. Maslow suggests that in self-actualizing persons

"many dichotomies, polarities, ane conflicts are fused and resolved."

In this manner self-actualized persons are simultaneously selfish and

unselfish, individual and social, rational and irrational, and so on.

Essentially Maslow is proposing that self-actualized nersons are not

simply described or categorized; that is, they are complex.

The Measure

As already indicated, complexity of the self concept is measured

by the number of adjectives checked as descriptive of the self. In

addition to the work by Attneave (1957) and Glanzer and Clark (1963)

previously cited, the theoretical base of the measure derives from the

Alex Bavela's unpublished studies from Stanford University concerning

the etiology of superstition. In these studies it was found that there

was a high correlation between the number of words used in theories

generated by observers concerning a phenomenon and the rating of the
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theory on a scale of complexity completed by independent judges.

One hundred-ten high frequency adjectives selected from the Thorndike-

Lorpe liord Book (1944) were presented in an adjective check list form.

The subject is asked to check each adjective Ouch he thinks describes

himself. In a study involving 100 randomly selected students from

grades 7 through 12, the split-hnlf reliability (odd-even, corrected for

length) was .92 (Lone., ITenderson, fl Ziller, 196P). Test-retest reliability

after one month for collepe sophomores was .72 (Ridgeway, 1965) .

Validity

The initial explorations of the instrument included the correlation

with intelligence and male-Penale differences. Intelligence scores l!rom

the California test of -ental "nturity were not found to be related to

self complexity in a sorrle or 100 ei"hth tirade students (r = .99, .5.).

Furthermore, in a study by Thorpson (19(5), acatieric r:erforrance in

college was not found to be associated with self complexity. Thomson

did find, however, that colleg,c females (n = 179) tend to have a more

complex self concept than vales (n = 119) (M1 = 30.1, M2 = 36.4, t = 4.31,

p < .005).

Consistent with the earlier studies of the concept of complexity,

the first validation effort VIPS a correlation between the number of

adjectives cLecked as descriptive of the self and independently adminis-

tered direct self reports of their ratinps on a five point comlexity

scale. The scale was introduced as follows: "The next component on



which you are asked to rate yourself is concerned with how complex

a person you consider yourself to be. In evaluating this component,

consider whether a written description of yourself would necessitate

a long, complicated discourse, or whetner, on the other hand, the task

could be accorplished in a brief and sirple manner. A comrlex person

would probably be much r.ore difficult to fit into a rarticular type

or category, or group of categories, than a less complex person. In

terms of complexity as described above, indicate bow complex a person

you consider yourself to be."

Five of, the points on the scale were described ranrinr from "very

siupleh to "very complex." Toth the measure of complexity of the self

concept and the self report were inbedded within a number of other

measures, thereby maskinp the link, between the two. The subjects were

111 sophomores in an introductory nsycholoey class at the University

of Maryland. Those who checked more adjectives rated themselves hipper

on complexity (r = .34, p < .01, Ridgewsy, 1965).

The second step in the validation nrogram was to examine the

association between the measure and otLer measures frequently included

within the copnitive complexity-simplicity category. The referred

measures included Rokeach's Dognatisr Scale (1960), Petti'rew's measure

of category width (1958), and Kelley's Pole rep Test (1955). The only

significant correlation was between the adjective check list and the

Category Width Scale. The more adjectives checked the wider the category

widths used in a judgment task Cr = 26, p < .05). This supports a previous
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finding reported by Mayzner and Tresselt (1955) in which category width

was found to correlate
significantly with self concept span. Self concept

span was defined as the number of words checked about the self in the

Gough Adjective Check List of 300 words.

The next step in the validation procedure was to relate complexity

ofthe self concept to a standard broad spectrum or omnibus type personality

inventory in order to examine fitsmeaning within this extensive personality.

matrix. The California Psychological Inventory was chosen as the referent

instrument. The subjects were again 111 college sophomores in an intro-

ductory psychology class who completed the forms during a class period.

Five of the eighteen correlations were st?ctistically significant. Dom-

inance (.25), Communality (.25), Achievment vs. Independence (-.31),

Psychological-Mindedness (-.23), 'and. Flexibilit (-.31).

In terms of Gough's (1957) description cy? the zsaes from the

California Psychological Inventory, the complex idvidual is aggressive,

confident, persistent, and planful (Dominance); dependable, moderate,

tactful, reliable, patient, and sincere (Communality); inhibited, anxious,

cautious, dissatisfied,and wary (low Achievement vs. Independence);

apathetic, peaceful, serious, cautious, and unassuming (low psychological-

mindedness); deliberate, cautious, worrying, industrious, and guarded

(low flexibility). On the basis of Nichols and Schnell's analysis (1963)
of the CPI, and the above correlations with complexity of the self concept,

complexity may be assumed to he composed of two components: (a) self

control and (b) person orientation. The first component has been found
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to be related to behavior ratings indicating psychological stability,

control, and good interpersonal relations. The second component has

been described by Nichols and Schnell (1963) as a measure of the familiar

Extraversion-Introversion dimensions as reflected in interpersonal

interaction.

Complexity of the Self Concept and

Information Search
2

In the preceeding analysis, complexity was found to be associated

with cautious behavior. It is possible to assume, in this connection,

that the complex personality avoids premature closure or commitment

to a given position. Coupled with the earlier finding that complex

persons used wider category widths as well as a tendency to be less dogmatic

(Thompson, 1965), the findings suggest that complexity of the self concept

has some cognitive consequences. A direct test of this proposition was

made by Smith (1969) by examing the information search and decision

making behaviors of small groups composed of complex or simplex

members. In general, it was proposed that complex groups delay a decision

longer in an information search task and submit more complex decisions.

Delays in decision making are necessary for the development and recep-

tion of information. Thus, differences in the tendency to reserve judgment

may be expected to relate to the decisions reached. If a person or group

with a more complex cognitive structure is capable of producing a wider

range of associations to particular stimuli, or a wider range of possible

solutions to a problem, then a tendency may be exhibited to delay decisions,

if possible, until enough information has been processed to decide among

alternatives. Schroder, Driver, and Streufert (1967) characterize complex
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information processors as seeking much more information before resolutions

are made. This may be due, in part, to a higher level of initial uncer-

tainty and lower rates of uncertainty reduction leading to a higher

"commitment threshhold"; that is, they will require more information before

a decision is reached (see Lanzetta, 1963). Indeed, Sieber and Lanzetta

(1964) report that complex persons have a tendency to remain cognizant

of ambiguity and are open to new information even after a decision has been

reached.

With regard to complexity of decisions, Sieber and Lanzetta (1964)

report that there is a greater tendency for abstract subjects to qualify

their decisions. This was assumed to indicate a conflict involving other

response alternatives. Similarly, Schroder, Driver, and Streufert (1967)

in a study of the perception of simulated nations by abstract and concrete

subjects found abstract individuals used more dimensions in distinguishing

between nations than did simplex individuals.

An extreme groups design was used by Smith. In earlier uses of this

design, Haythorn (1953) demonstrated that groups composed of individuals

high on various attitudes, needs, and trails (authoritarian) display

behaviors which are consistent with such member-personal properties. More-

over, a magnifying effect was proposed under homogeneous conditions. A.

similar design was used by Tucl'nan (1964).

The subjects were selected from the upper or lower 22% of a sample of

445 undergraduate females in an introductory laboratory course in psychology.

The mean number of adjectives checked by the low group was 16.2 and
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by the high group was 47.4.

The tasks uses were similar to those developed by Potter (1966).

The subjects are presented with 35 millemeter slides of familiar objects

in a natural setting. Initially the slides are out of focus but then,step

by step, focus is improved. Recognition consists of identifying the

main subject of the picture. The slides included pictures of garden gloves,

big-game trophies, a watt fall, a telephone, a wooden chair, portable

stadium bleachers, a church, a jet airplane, a toilet, and a stuffed

skunk. An additional picture of a fish acquarium was used as a trial

figure to acquaint the subjects with the experimental procedures. These

slides were chosen on the basis of the two pilot studies when it was found

that they generated the greatest variety of responses, were not recognized

when extrememly out of focus or very late in the focus sequence. The

tasks appear to meet the requirements described by Schoder, Driver,

and Streufert (1967) for examining differences in levels of information

processing. They require a high degree of differentiation qs well as

flexibility of integration cr continuous readaptation among a number of

dimensions.

The subjects were told that they would be shown a trial slide and

eight test slides. Each slide was to be shown ten consecutive times,

for a period each time of five seconds. The first showing was to be

completely out of focus and the last showing completely in focus. The

task was to decide as a group and as quickly as possible, the identity of

the object they were viewing.
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A competitive set was introduced in order to avoid the condition where

every group would wait until the slide was sufficiently in focus and the

solution was easily apparent. Thus, the instruction sheet given to the

subjects was headed,"An Individual Task," and the instructions included

the message that the "individual with the most points would win the game."

After each showing, the subjects were allowed ten seconds to record

at least one or as many individual responses as they could produce. They

were also required to indicate how confident they were as individuals in

their recorded responses; one check if slightly sure, two checks if very

sure. The subjects were told these would serve as "bonus points" and

would be added to their score if correct and subtracted from their personal

score if incorrect.

After the ten second individual recording time, the group members were

provided unlimited time to reach a decision, if they wished. At least

two members were required for a group decision. The group decision was

worth 20 points and these points were to be divided, as the group chose,

among the group members. If the decision was correct each individual

received the number of points that the group had allotted her, and if

the group decision was incorrect these same number of points were sub-

tracted from each individual's score. If the group decided to report a

decision after the showing, four kinds of information were given the

recorder: (1) the decision made--naming the specific object, (2) how

many ofthe twenty points was assigned to each member, and (3) group

confidences in the decision according to the checks they used on the
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individual reports.

Each slide was shown to the tenth level of focus regardless of the

accuracy of the group decision. The order of presentation of the slides

was randomized for each group.

The slide projector was adjusted manually at each level to pre-

marked points on the focus adjuster. The amount of rotation of the

lens necessary to bring a slide completely out of focus into complete

focus was divided into ten equal intervals.

The subjects were seated as a group about six feet from the screen.

The room was darkened, but minimal illumination was provided for writing.

The dependent measures were concerned with delay in group decision

making and complexity of the group decisions. Delay in group decision

making was presumed to he related to percent of incorrect decisions

submitted, average level of focus of the slide when the group made the

last "no decision" response, average lag between the introduction of the

correct solution and the group acceptance of the solution, average

discussion time per level of focus before the group reported whether

or not they had made a decision, and discussion time after the group

had achieved a correct group decision, and total discussion time.

Complexity of group decisions was assumed to be related to the follow-

ing dependent measures: number of specific ideas; number of content des-

criptions; number of adjectives, details, and background information

used in describing the group's decision; and total initiated statements

for the group. The distinction between "content descriptions" and "i-Joas"

is similar to one made by Potter (1966). "it is a cow," is a specific.
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idea. "It seems to be a very big object viewed from a great distance,"

is an example of a content description.

The results indicated that complex groups made a lower percentage of

incorrect decisions (18.5% vs. 26.7 %, F = .68, N.S.); the"no decision"

response was made later in the focus sequence by complex groups (6.3 vs.

5.4, F = 1.47, N.S.); complex groups had a greater lag between the intro-

duction of the correct solution and the group decision (1.5 vs. 1.0,

F = 4.51, P < .05); complex groups discussed the problem for a longer

period of time before the correct group decision (45.8 vs. 28.8 seconds,

F = 13.39, P < .005), and complex groups discussed the problem for a

longer period of time after the correct group decision (31.5 vs. 15.6

seconds, F = 10.73, P < .005).

With regard to complexity of the response, complex groups submitted

more ideas (103.8 vs. 92.8, F = 1.28, N.S.), submitted a greater number

of content inscriptions (110.2 vs. 38.7, F = 17.48, P < .001), included

a larger number of elements in the correct decisions (23.3 vs. 13.6,

F = 6.64, P < .025), and initiated a highier total number of statements

(848.6 vs. 585.9, F = 9.69, P < .01).

The evidence suggests that complexity of the self concept is related

to cognitive processes and behavior and may be assumed to be measuring

discrimination, or the number of stimuli which can be assimulated by a

dimension.
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Social Acceptance

Complexity of the self concept has been associated with the dis-

crimination of stimuli. When the stimuli are social in nature, complexity

may reflect attention to social stimuli or social interest. The complex

person is inclined to be person oriented and tends to compare and con-

trast the self and the other.

The association between complexity and social orientation is elon-

gated. ,Intense social experiences with a wide variety of others which

were not uniformly rewarding or unrewarding may make discrimination among

persons and between self and others more salient. An emerging complex

self concept may then be associated vith the ability to match facets of

the self with some facets of a wide variety of others and the perception

of similarities between self and others. The perception of similarities

between self and others is then associated with social acceptance (see

Byrne, 1966). Finally, social acceptance of others is assumed to be

associated with social acceptance by others.

In attempting to establish some of the major premises of this

elongated framework, a series of studies were conducted which were

designed to examine several links in the theoretical chain.

Study I

The first study in the series examined the relationship between scores

of the complexity of the self concept and perceived social distance from
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significant others.

On the basis of the earlier framework, it was proposed that persons

with complex self concepts perceive themselves as closer to or included

within a significant group of others. The subjects were 111 sophomores

from an introductory psychology course at the University of Maryland

(Ridgeway, 1965).

Two items were designed to measure social distance. The first w

a simple self report., the second was a topological measure of self-o

orientation (Ziller, Megas, 4 DeCencio, 1964). The following is the

as

trier

stem of the first item: "A trait known to psychologists as identification

involves the extent to which you feel close to or feel you belon

another person or group of people. Thus, an individual who ide

with his family would be one who feels close to and sees himse

belonging to that group. By the same token, one who identifi

certain acquaintances, such 110 his teachers, would mentally

self with his teachers. Some people identify with a wide

variety of people, whereas others group themselves with n

g with

ntifies

if as

es with

group him-

ange and

one else or

with very few others. Indicate below the degree to which you identify

with or feel close to others."

This description was followed by a 9 point scale

few people and groups" to a "very large number of peo

The second item which was designed to measure s

shown in Figure 1. The subject is required to

Insert Figure 1 about here

locate a circle representing himself somewhere

ranging from "very

ple and groups."

ocial distance is

in a rectangular fb-IM
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in which three significant others are located, "parents," "teachers,"

"friends," Location of the self within the field of significant others

(within the imaginary equilateral triangle formed by significant others)

is assumed to be an indicator of social interest.

With regard to the latter item, previous research has shown that

elementary school children locating the self within as opposed to without

the societal triangle preferred more group versus individual activities

(Long, Ziller, & Henderson, 1966); institutionalized behavior problem

children depicted less social interest than a control group (Ziller, 1969);

and Asian Indian adolescents (members of a relatively closed and cohesive

extended families) in comparison with a sample of American adolescents

matched for age showed higher social interest (Ziller, Long, Romana, FT

Reddy, 1967).

The Pearson correlation coefficient between complexity of the self

concept and the self report of identification was .31, P < .0S. The

biserial correlation between complexity of the self concept and social

interest was .11 which is not statistically significant although it is

in the expected direction. Thus, the results appear to support the hypothe-

sized association between complexity of the self concept and social interest

or social distance. The results suggest that persons with complex self

concepts perceive themselves within the field of forces i significant

other people.

Study II

It was initially proposed that the complex person is oriented toward

perceiving similarities between the self and others, whereas the simplex
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individual tends to contrast self and others. This proposition is multiple

in origin. Complexity of the self concept is presumed to evolve under con-

ditions of social interaction with a wide variety of others leading to

greater differentiation of the self by way of similarity and contrast

processes. Subsequently the multi-faceted person tends to perceive more

similarities between self and other than does the simplex individual.

There exists a higher probability that the complex as opposed to the

simplex person will match a facet of the self with a facet of the other,

thereby contribuitng to the impression of similarity between self and other.

To test this hypotheses, Thompson administered the complexity instru-

ment to 131 male college students ranging in age from 19 to 27. The 24

highest and 24 lowest scorers participated in the main phase of the study.

No subject participated who was more than 21 years of age.

Individual subjects were informed that they were to work with a part-

ner on a series of tasks. "In order to speed up the process of getting

to know their work partner," the partner had completed a biographical

inventory. The inventory consisted of 56 items. Each item was a question

with a series of alternatives. One alternative was circled for each

item. In addition the "partner" had written in his name, age, and sex.

The items were presented in a constant order with questions pertaining

to physical appearance, person and family background, academic per-

formance, religious activity, personal habits and activities, and attitudes.

The inventory in the two experimental conditions were identical with

the exception of age: under one condition the "partner" was 20 and under
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a second condition 39. The responses were pre-tested to examine thet:

applicability to individuals of these two ages.

The subject was told to read the inventory and return it when com-

pleted. Each subject was timed while reading the inventory. Of course,

the "partners" were constant "paper partners."

After reading the inventory, the subject was asked to make a series

of judgements about his partner. A five item questionnaire designed to

judge the degree of similarity between the subject and his partner was

administered. Two of the items were derived from Bieri (1955) and con-

cerned the probability that the subject and his partner would engage

in similar activities.

The following items comprised the questionnaire: "Generally speaking,

my partner and I are very much alike." "If my attitudes and beliefs were

compared to my partner, they would be very similar." "If I filled out a

biographical inventory, it would be very similar to my partner." "Of

the several movies in town, my partner would be very likely to go to the

same movie that I Would." "My partner and I would most likely participate

in the same activities if we belonged to the same club." The subject was

requested to indicate his agreement or disagreement on a nine point scale

ranging from "agree completely" to "disagree completely." The inter-

correlations among the items ranged from .24 to .76. On the basis of these

correlations, a total score was used.

A second measure of perceived similarity between self and other (or

identification)was suggested by Ziller, Megas, and De Cencio (1964) which
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in turn was derived from the work of Heider (1958) and ruethe (1962).

Heider proposed that grouping of similar objects is basic to organization

and understanding. Kuethe has shown that objects with common properties

are located closer to each other. Thus, objects with similar defining

attributes tend to be grouped together. Conversely, it is now proposed

that objects placed closer to each other is an indication of a judgment

of similarity.

On this basis, the subjects were asked to draw two circles about

the size of a five-cent coin and to label one with an "S" to represent

the self and to label the second with a "P" for partner. A coin was

made available for reference. The shortest distance between the circum-

ferences of the circles was measured in centimeters. The correlation

between the two measures of judged similarity was .30, n = 48, p < .05.

A 2 x 2 analysis of variance involving simplex-complex and partner's

age (20 vs. 39) with regard to the similarity questionnaire items is

shown in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

The interaction effects were statistically significant (F = 7.97,

P < .01). Simplex in comparison with complex persons perceived peers

as more similar and older persons as less similar. Main effects were

not statistically significant.

In the 2 x 2 analysis of variance with regard to the topological
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measure of judged similarity there was again a tendency for the simplex

as opposed to the complex to perceive peers as more similar, but the

results were not statistically significant.

11111111111MMIROIF

Insert Table 2 about here

The complex and simplex subjects were not found to differ with regard to

the length of time required to read the biographical inventory.

The results suggest that complex as opposed to simplex persons

differentiate peers more but seniors in age less. Proximal social stimuli

are differentiated whereas distal stimuli are assimilated by persons

with complex self concepts.

Study III'

The previous studies have shown that the individual's scores

on the measure of complexity of the self concept are related to the

perception of the self in relation to significant other people... The

perception of the complex and simplex persons by other persons was

examined in the present study through the use of sociometrics.

The personality determinants of individual popularity were reviewed

by Mann (1959) who found that extraversion, adjustment, and conservatism

were related. Little by way of explanation was proffered, however.

It was assumed here that porularity stems from a maximal probability

for matching or accommodation of the characteristics of the self and other.

The more popular or highly chosen individual, sociometrically, is capable

of presenting a facet of the self acceptable to the widest variety of

others. Thus, it is proposed that persons with complex as opposed to
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simplex self concepts are more popular.

The subjects were 321 sixth grade students in 11 classrooms from 4

different school buildings. The subjects were all white. The composition
of the classes remained unchanged throughout the school day.

All subjects completed a sociometric item asking them to name the five

children with whom they would most like to play during recess. Those
children who were not chosen by anyone were designated as the least

popular. A number of popular or most highly chosen subjects equal to

the number of unchosen were selected from each class. The resulting

sample was reduced to SO by random selection in order to match the socially

desirable sixth graders by sex (17 boys and 8 girls). These 50 children

were then administered the measure of complexity of the self concept

by groups. The directions were read to the subjects.

The hypothesized association between complexity and social acceptance

was supported by the results to an astonishing degree. The unchosen

children check the least number of adjectives. The median for the

unchosen children was 24; median for the popular children was 41. In

fact, using a cutoff score of 31 adjectives, 49 out of the SO subjects

were categorized correctly as highly chosen or unchosen.

An analysis of the frequency with which adjectives with self depre-

ciating associations were checked by the two groups of subjects was also

explored. A list of ten negative self referrent adjectives was formed

which included only those upon which the three experimenters were unani7,

mously agreed. The difference in the frequency with which the negative
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adjectives were checked by the more and the less popular children did not

approach an acceptable level of statistical significance. Thus, the

popular children tend to check more of the positive adjectives as des-

criptive of themselves. This would suggest that popular individuals simply

have high self esteem as has previously been reported by Coopersmith (1967).

Indeed, using a measure of self esteem developed by the senior author

ilagey, Smith, & Long, 1969), Coopersmith's results were confirmed

in the present study. The correlation between self esteem and complexity

of the self concept has not been found to be statistically significant,

however. Thus, the basic framework associating complexity of the self

concept and social acceptance is supported by the results. Coupled

with the results of the first and second studies, the results indicate

the complex persons perceive others as more similar to themselves and

are accepted more by others.

Overview

Complexity of the self concept was found to be associated with a

self report of identification with others, a topological measure of social

interest, perception of persons older than the self as more similar to

the self, and with greater popularity. It is concluded that complexity

of the self concept is associated with acceptance of and by a wide

variety of others. The initial framework is supported by the results.

A multifaceted self concept is assumed to maximize the probability of

matching an aspect of self and other leading to the perception of simi-

larity between self and others and acceptance between self and others.
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In the initial framework, it was emphasized that cognitive processes

are associated with complexity of the self concept because cognitive

processes concerning the self are primary, continuous, and enduring.

Thus, cognitive processes associated with the self tend to be generalized.

The cognitive process associated with complexity of the self concept

is discrimination which is reflected in the number of stimuli which can

be judged or assimilated by a given dimension. The discussion of the

concept of discrimination without qualification in terms of the compli-

mentary concept of integration is perhaps too simplex, however.

Integration is seen as the interrelationship of subparts and the

generation of new perspectives emanating from the new groupings. Inte-

gration and discrimination (complexity here) are now seen as complementary

components reminiscent of Lewin's constructs of differentiation and

integration. Lewin (1935) described development as including an increase

in the number of relatively independent subparts of the person (differen-

tiation) and increasing the unity of the person (integration or organi-

zation).

Integration is not simply a reversal of the differentiation process.

Through integration an interdependence among she different systems of

the person emerges and a restructuring of the entire system occurs. In

the subsequent course of differentiation, however, new centers of the

personality are developed out of the new personality structure. The

process is cyclical and results, usually, in ever increasing levels of

development.
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Nevertheless, the integration of the person during development is

not a simple restructuring of the inner personal system. Instead it is

a process by which a certain system (or subsystem) becomes dominant by

imposing patterns of action related to certain needs. Integration, then,

is described by Lewin as including a control function.

In terms of the self concept, the control function associated with

integration is assumed to be self esteem (see Ziller, Hagey, Smith &

Long, 1969). Self esteem is linked to consistency of behavior across

stivations stemming from an supra-organization of the self system. Thus
.

the dual self components of complexity of the self concept and self

esteem become the basic components in Lewin's theory of differentiation-

integration. The construct of complexity has been explored in isolation

only as the first stage in the approach to the more general framework

described here.
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Footnotes

1
The research program from which this report emanated was supported

in part by a grant to the senior author by the National Science Foundation

and in part by the United States Office of Education through a contract

to the Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration,

University of Oregon.

2This section of the report summarizes an unpublished Master's

thesis by Mary Dell Smith, University of Oregon, 1969, "Complexity of

the Self Concept and Information Search and Decision-Making in Pomogeneous

Groups."

3
This section of the report summarizes an unpublished study by

Ziller, R.C., Alexander, Maria, and Long, Barbara N., University of Oregon,

"Self-Social Constructs and Social Desirability."
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Table 1

Means and Analyses of Variance of

Judged Similarity in Relation to Simplex-Complex

Perceivers and Stimulus Persons Age 20 and 39

Perceiver Age of Partner

20 30

Simplex 3.62a 5.28

Complex 4.25 3.82

Main effects

Complexity F = 1.25, n.s.

Age of Partner F = 2.75, n.s.

Interaction. F = 7.97 p < .01

a
A low score indicates high judged similarity
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Table 2

Mean Values of the Topological Measure

of Judged Similarity in Relation to

Simplex-Complex Perceivers and

Stimulus Persons Age 20 and 39

Simplex

Complex

Age of Partner

20

4.61a

5.72

39

6.54

6.74

aDistance in centimeters

The results are not statistically significant.
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'Parents

(Friends

111101M1....111

Directions: The circles stand for your Parents, Teachers, and Friends.

Draw a circle to stand for yourself any where in the given

space.

Figure 1: Example of an item designed to measure social interest.


